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What we are doing today

• How can we facilitate better decision making?
• Demonstration of *Justify*
• Group discussion
• Wrap-up
Decision Making as we Know it

- Debate, deliberate
- Rationalize
- Emphasis Empathy
- Consensus as a double edge sword
Can’t We All Just Get Along

- Complexity destroys rationality
- Find the commonality between people
- Individual inconsistency kills coherency
Why Don’t We Always Agree?

• We each have a unique point of view
• We feel pain and joy in different ways
• Superficial uniqueness hides underlying commonality
Project Summary: Justify

Justify is a web-based application which helps you make rational decisions about big, important topics. Enter your decision points, counterpoints and rationales into Justify, and Justify will help organize and assess these points to help you reach logical conclusions. Justify also allows you to organize and share your rationales with others, helping you justify those decisions with the people who matter most to you.

Have a tough decision to make?
Justify can help!

Justify is a web-based application which helps you make rational decisions about big, important topics. Enter your decision points, counterpoints and rationales into Justify, and Justify will help organize and assess these points to help you reach logical conclusions. Justify also allows you to organize and share your rationales with others, helping you justify those decisions with the people who matter most to you.

The types of decisions you can make with Justify include:

- Whether to make a major purchase, such as a house or car;
- Where to go to college, or find a job;
- Whether to say yes to a business opportunity;
- Design choices for product development;
- And many, many more.

To learn more about Justify, or to get started on your next tough decision, use a Chrome (best), or Safari browser to:

http://justify-app.appspot.com
Group Decision Using Justify

- Let’s debate a single issue
  - How can we fix something that is broken
Demonstration of Justify

Have a tough decision to make?
Justify can help!

Justify is a web-based application which helps you make rational decisions about big, important topics. Enter your decision points, counterpoints and rationale into Justify, and Justify will help organize and assess these points to help you reach logical conclusions. Justify also allows you to organize and share your rationale with others, helping you justify those decisions with the people who matter most to you.

The types of decisions you can make with Justify include:
- Whether to make a major purchase, such as a house or car;
- Where to go to college, or find a job;
- Whether to say yes to a business opportunity;
- Design choices for product development;
- And many, many more.

To learn more about Justify, or to get started on your next tough decision, use a Chrome (best), or Safari browser to:
Wrap-up

- Group discussion about decision-making processes
- Discussion about applications of *Justify* as a tool
Thank you!
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